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Inventing since the age of 8, Sparky has 
been dedicated to creating toys that 
family members of all ages can enjoy.

Sparky founded this company in 1996 
with the goal to make outdoor toys 
that consistently land a 10 outta 10 on 
the “fun-o-meter.” The past couple of 
years have been a really wild ride, and 
we wish everyone hope, happiness and 
health on the horizon.

With all of our new stuff arriving, we 
guarantee that 2023 will have you play-
ing for hours in the fresh air! We can’t 
wait for you to enjoy the latest from 
Marky Sparky! Now’s the time to launch 
your play into a new level of awesome 
— the way toys oughta be!™

Mark Rappaport
Founder, CEO,

Fearless Leader,
Dad-Joke Afficionado

HUMBLE
BEGINNINGS

Here at Marky Sparky, we’re a team of vastly different individuals with the same goal, to 
make incredible things. Every person on board has unique backgrounds, perspectives, and 
opinions, and we believe that is what helps up make great stuff!

THE
DREAM
TEAM

ABOUT
Emily

- Graphic Design -
Professional Doodler

Eve
- Head of Morale -

Scott
- Social Media / Marketing -

Chief of “Knowin’ What’s Hip”

Diana
 - Accounting -

Keeps Mark’s spending 
in line... sometimes

Kona
- CFO -

(Chief Food Officer)Ethan
- Project Manager -
Human Resources

Forklift Certified
Cat Dad

Troy
- Office Manager - 

The Keystone to our 
entire operation & the 

reason we don’t fall apart

Eric
- Designer -

Professional Limb Breaker & 
Kickball/Flip-Cup Player

Greg
- Warehouse Operations -

Essentially Santa Claus
Inventor of the infamous

“Greg-Go-Round”
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NEW
THINGS
RINGS
HAVE

ARRIVED 

(FOR PUBLIC BRAGGING RIGHTS OF COURSE)

ITEM #32181
FLIPPIN’ RINGS 

Package Contains:
Complete Flippin’ Rings board (x1),

Throwing Rings (x4)
Assembled Product Dimensions:

15” x 18” x 4”

Have you ever wanted to bring the fun of carnival games home? 
(without them being rigged and expensive of course!)
Well, so did we, so we went and made Flippin’ Rings™!

Bring the life and excitement of the county fair to your living room 
and show off your flippin’ skills! Its easy to pick up for beginners and 

kids while also being advanced enough to rely on skill down the road, 
making it the perfect f it for all levels!

(THAT HELPS KEEP YOUR RINGS 
ON THE BOARD, EVEN IF THOSE 
THROWS GET A BIT...CHAOTIC)

(FOR OPTIMUM SCORAGE)

(BECAUSE THEY’RE FLIPPIN COOL)

BUILT-IN 
SCOREKEEPING

E-Z SLIDER 
SHIELD

ANGLED TO 
PERFECTION!

FLIPPIN’ HOOKS
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We’ve built the Faux Bow® Protégé to be the coolest 
introduction to archery ever!
It’s made for anyone who wants to get into the vast and 
amazing world of recurve bows and archery itself!

It’s easy to use, fun to master, and has virtually no learning 
curve! Sitting at a comfortable 7-10 lb draw, this bad boy will 
still shoot over 150 ft!

Package Contains:
Complete Faux Bow® PROTÉGÉ (x1),

Impact Arrows (x2)
Assembled Product Dimensions:

40” x 8” x 2”

ITEM #59256
FAUX BOW® PROTEGE
TIMBERLIME (GREEN)

ITEM #59257
FAUX BOW® PROTEGE
BLIZZARDITE (BLUE)

Conventional arrows are narrow and have a thin 
sharp point for a tip. If it hits something solid, it 
will likely snap or break while additionally causing 
damage.

Our specially designed and patented Faux Bow® 
arrows are lightweight, virtually indestructible and 
are true in flight. These are fantastic for beginners, 
as well as seasoned archers, who want a new and
exciting shooting experience.

SOFT YET DURABLE EVA SOFT YET DURABLE EVA 
FOAM IMPACT TIPSFOAM IMPACT TIPS

NEARLY INDESTRUCTIBLENEARLY INDESTRUCTIBLE
TUBE SHAFTSTUBE SHAFTSLIGHT & ACCURATELIGHT & ACCURATE

FLETCHING SYSTEMFLETCHING SYSTEM

ARCHERY,
REINVENTED!

AGE RANGE
HAND ORIENTATION

DRAW WEIGHT

6+
AMBIDEXTROUS
10 LBS

HERE’S A TIP FOR
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The Faux Bow® 4.0 is the latest and greatest 
out of our Faux Bow® lineup. This bow is user 
friendly while boasting a range of 100+ feet!

It introduces the basics of archery down to its  
traditional core. The idea of “core” led us to be 
inspired by Earthen minerals while designing 
the bow. We are excited  to unveil some new 
and improved features!

TARGET
TENT

Package Contains:
Complete Faux Bow® 4.0

(x1), Assorted 10” Arrows (x6)
Package Dimensions:

17” x13” x 2.5”
Assembled Product Dimensions:

32” x 25” x 2.35”

ITEM #61006-4LZD
FAUX BOW® 4.0 - Lizardite

(Black & Green)

You asked for it and we heard you! Introducing our 
very own target, in the form of a cool tent!

Take this bad boy to the beach, on your next 
camping trip, to the park, or just set it up in your 
backyard! The large target area is satisfying to hit, 
plus it keeps the arrows from zooming too far! It’s 
easy setup, quick teardown and even includes a 
compact storage bag!

Package Contains:
Hanging Target Flag (x1), 
Target Flag Pole(x1), Tent 
Body (x1), Carry Bag (x1), 

Tent Body Poles (x3)
Package Dimensions:

17.75” x 5.5” x 5.5”
Product Dimensions:

80” x 55”

ITEM #61017
FAUX BOW® TARGET TENT

ARCHERY,
REINVENTED!™
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YOU SPOKE, AND WE LISTENED!
THE CLASSIC IS MAKING A 
COMEBACK!!

The Doinkit® Darts set was designed with 
one thing in mind... to be the best playing 
magnetic dart set on the planet! (And other 
planets eventually, but we’re stickin’ to Earth 
for now)

This dartboard is a proven hit for family 
members of all ages. Our highly acclaimed 
Doinkit® Darts are f itted with super strong 
neodymium magnets that are secured from 
within using state-of-the-art engineering 
and forethought to keep all parties safe. 
(these things are not going to come out!).

You’ll be amazed at how wonderfully this 
dartboard plays!

THE CLASSIC

HAS RETURNED!

Package Contains:
16” Magnetic Dartboard (x1),
Assorted Doinkit® Darts (x6)

Package Dimensions:
18” x 3.5” x 3.5”

ITEM #90008
DOINKIT® DARTS

ITEM #90009ITEM #90009
DOINKIT® DARTS / DOINKIT® DARTS / 

BASEBALLBASEBALL
ROLLUP BOARDROLLUP BOARD

Package Contains:Package Contains:
Magnetic Rollup Board (x1),Magnetic Rollup Board (x1),

Assorted Doinkit® Darts (x6)Assorted Doinkit® Darts (x6)

Package Dimensions:Package Dimensions:
18” x 3.5” x 3.5”18” x 3.5” x 3.5”Doinkit® Darts just got mobile!

We are excited to bring you our latest dartboard set, 
made of durable felt that rolls up easily for storage 
and travel. This board is double-sided for double the 
games! Just hang it up anywhere and play. You will 
love the feeling of when our speciality Doinkit® Darts 
stick like magic!

CLASSIC     ROLL-UP

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DART!™
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MEGA MAGNETS THAT MAKE A
MEGA MAGNET-UDE OF DIFFERENCE™

Package Contains: 
Doinkit® Mega Metal 

Dartboard (x1), Magnetic 
Gameboards (x2), PRO Darts 

(x6), Scoring Marker(x1)
Product Dimensions:

16” x 13.5” x 2.8”

ITEM #59259
DOINKIT® MEGA METAL

DARTS

Our Doinkit® Mega Metal™ darts are made to 
increase your dart throwing skills by MEGA 
magnitudes!

Never before has there been a magnetic 
dartboard with such a preposterously 
high quality piece of metal to support 
such over-powered magnets!
The result is a zero-waggle, true-
throwing experience that will have 
you wonder how you ever played 
darts that weren’t MEGA METAL™!

JUMP ON,
BLAST OFF! ™

The latest Blast Pad® completely 
dominates the competition. 

We have launched it well over 
200 feet high. It is designed to 
handle jump after jump, launch 
after historic launch. Our rockets 
will fly higher and stay in the air 
longer than anything else in its 
class, guaranteed! It’s time to 
get outside and play.

Package Contains:Package Contains:
Complete Blast Pad® (x1),Complete Blast Pad® (x1),

10” Rockets (x3)10” Rockets (x3)
Package Dimensions:Package Dimensions:

11.5” x 11” x 2.5”11.5” x 11” x 2.5”

ITEM #60017ITEM #60017
BLAST PAD®BLAST PAD®
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Faux Crosse™ FETCH lets you scoop up Faux Crosse™ FETCH lets you scoop up 
and chuck the ball even farther so your and chuck the ball even farther so your 
four legged friends can chase and catch, four legged friends can chase and catch, 
all without straining your shoulder or all without straining your shoulder or 
getting your hands dirty! We wanted you getting your hands dirty! We wanted you 
to have just as much fun playing fetch as to have just as much fun playing fetch as 
your pup does! Feel the pure fling power!your pup does! Feel the pure fling power!

MAKING FETCH JUST AS FUN FOR YOU
AS IT IS FOR YOUR PUP.™

Package Contains:Package Contains:
Complete Faux Crosse™ Stick, Complete Faux Crosse™ Stick, 

Hardware Set, Faux Crosse™ FETCH Hardware Set, Faux Crosse™ FETCH 
Tennis Ball (x1)Tennis Ball (x1)

Package Dimensions:Package Dimensions:
17.75” x 7.75” x 3”17.75” x 7.75” x 3”

Assembled Product Dimensions:Assembled Product Dimensions:
30.5” x 7.5” x 2.75”30.5” x 7.5” x 2.75”

ITEM #93000ITEM #93000
FAUX CROSSE™ FETCHFAUX CROSSE™ FETCH

Lacrosse is a ton of fun, regardless if you’re competitive, or simply playing some catch! 
The only hurdle is the steep learning curve! We found that it is diff icult for newcomers to 
enjoy when they have to learn to cradle the ball, as well as having to chase after the ball 
when they miss.
That’s why we designed Faux Crosse™ to allow players of all ages and experience levels 
to enjoy playing catch. The head has the ideal shape for launching the ball, with a trap 
on the front that keeps the ball cradled. Also our durable TPR ball does not bounce like 
traditional lacrosse balls — no more chasing!

LACROSSE, EVOLVED™

Package Contains: Package Contains: 
Faux Crosse™ Stick (x2), Hardware Faux Crosse™ Stick (x2), Hardware 

Set (x2) Faux Crosse™ Ball (x1)Set (x2) Faux Crosse™ Ball (x1)
Package Dimensions:Package Dimensions:

17.75” x 13” x 3”17.75” x 13” x 3”
Assembled Product Dimensions:Assembled Product Dimensions:

30.5” x 7.5” x 2.75”30.5” x 7.5” x 2.75”

ITEM #61013ITEM #61013
FAUX CROSSE™ FAUX CROSSE™ 
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THIS IS

NOT
A

TOY
BUT IT IS

REALLY COOL 
AND WE FIGURED
YOU MIGHT STILL

WANNA CHECK THIS OUT

Package Contains:Package Contains:
Complete Faux Bow® PRO Recurve,Complete Faux Bow® PRO Recurve,

A15 Impact Arrows (x3),A15 Impact Arrows (x3),
Hardware set (x1)Hardware set (x1)

  Package Dimensions:Package Dimensions:
30” x 10” x 2.5”30” x 10” x 2.5”

Assembled Product Dimensions:Assembled Product Dimensions:
52” x 8” x 2”52” x 8” x 2”

ITEM #59255ITEM #59255
FAUX BOWFAUX BOW® PRO RECURVE PRO RECURVE

AGE RANGE
HAND ORIENTATION

DRAW WEIGHT

14+
AMBIDEXTROUS
20 LBS

The Faux Bow PRO Recurve is 
everything you love about archery, 
but more accessible! It’s accurate, 
powerful and fun, remaining true 
to the feel of traditional archery, all 
while being much safer!

Using only high performance 
materials, tactical design, and 
meticulous engineering, we have 
created a bow that really has it all. 
With our soft, aerodynamic arrow 
tips, you are now freed from the 
constraints of the archery range and 
can now bring the fun of ARCHERY, 
ANYWHERE. ™
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DISPLAY RACKS

Display Dimensions:
18” x 18” x 64”

Kit Includes:
• Metal Ladder display 

(ships from 3rd party, 
direct to store),

• Display kit for 
Mounting Dartboard 

• Doinkit Darts “Mad 
Skills” Header card

• Peg hooks 
• 24 Dartboards item 

#90008.  

ITEM #30009
DOINKIT®

DARTS DISPLAY

Display Dimensions:
18” x 18” x 64”

Kit Includes:
• Metal Ladder display 

(ships from 3rd party, 
direct to store),

• Display kit for 
mounting the board

• Mega Metal Header 
card

• Peg hooks 
• 24 Mega Metal 

Dartboards #59259.  

ITEM #30059
DOINKIT® MEGA
METAL DISPLAY

LETS GET
CONNECTED

@markysparkytoys
www.markysparkytoys.com
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GET OUTSIDE & PLAY!

800-781-8110
sales@markysparkytoys.com

Well folks, 2022 is all wrapped up, and we 
made it. Here’s to looking at the future with 
hope and the promise of fun. We are jumping 
through the roof with excitement for all that 
the year 2023 will bring!

Team Marky Sparky has been working 
tirelessly to create new and exciting toys 
that the whole family can enjoy. Thank you 
for your ongoing support, and stay tuned for 
more f rom our team! .. .Obligatory legalese. 
Our lawyers make us tell you that Blast Pad®, 
Doinkit®, Faux Bow® and of course Marky 
Sparky® are all registered trademarks of 
Marky Sparky, Inc. 

Do know that Faux Crosse™, Squid Missile™ 
and anything else in the catalog that has a TM 
next to it are all trademarks of Marky Sparky, 
Inc. Color and parts may vary f rom those 
pictured. This catalog, the images, copy, and 
products are all ©2022 Marky Sparky, Inc. All 
rights reserved. No part of this catalog may be 
used without the express written permission 
of Marky Sparky, Inc.

Since you’re still reading this we wanted to 
inform you that Marky Sparky has great Reps. 
We love our Reps. We support our Reps. We 
hope you allow them to support us as well. 
Please treat them with kindness and care and
respect. Give them a hug once in a while to 
let them know how special they are... Maybe 
even buy them a cup of coffee. We are all in 
the toy business. The best place to be in all 
the world. Now lets have some fun!

“What’s the best thing about Switzerland?
“I don’t know, but the flag is a big plus.”


